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New VBEMS Captain

Chris began his EMS career in 1992, following in his mother’s footsteps,
joining Knotts Island Volunteer Fire and Rescue as a First Responder. He
obtained his EMT and Shock Trauma certifications, as well as rose through
the ranks to Station Captain. Chris went on to join the department’s Special
Ops Bike Team, revamping the program, and holding the rank of
Lieutenant.
In 1999, he worked for SNGH as an ER Tech. Chris transferred to Ocean
Park Volunteer Rescue in 2000 where he obtained his Intermediate and was
the Station Captain until 2004. He was hired by VBEMS as one of the
original 24 career paramedics where he finished obtaining his certification
in 2006. Chris went on to become a Flight Medic, a Field Supervisor, and to
obtain his Senior Medic in 2012 with VBEMS.
Please welcome Captain West into his new role!

If you are injured, potentially exposed, or find, cause, lose, or witness
damage to city apparatus or equipment, you will be asked to write a written
statement. This is your chance to explain the situation, events that led up
to the incident, mitigating circumstances, and what you saw and heard.
Don’t forget, if you become injured or lose/damage city property, you must
report it immediately. While each situation is different, the supervisor must
complete a Supervisor’s Accident/Loss Investigation form (we call it a DF75). This is the first investigation into the situation. There may be follow up
investigations but the supervisor completing the initial paperwork is going
to discuss the situation in detail with all involved and document the initial
investigation. Part of this initial investigation involves collecting written
statements from all parties involved.
We have created a brochure (shown on previous page) that may help you
write a better statement. We will be including one in each packet, as well, in
case you need to reference it.
Written statements should explain, in detail, what was occurring before,
during, and after the incident. It may include things you saw, heard, or felt
(physically). Post event circumstances may apply as well. Think of this as a
patient care report for your incident---include everything that applies. Paint
the picture of the situation so someone who wasn’t there, knows what
happened from your perspective.
These statements are part of the incident packet and need to be submitted
as soon as possible and definitely before end of shift. Statements must be
legible so you may choose to type yours instead-it must be printed/emailed
before end of shift. If you are seriously injured, the statement may be
delayed.
If you have any questions about what you may need to include in future
written statements, please feel free to contact me.
Christi Budy, RN, NRP
Brigade Chief

These events are being held to help each squad with their recruitment and retention
efforts. Each month’s highlighted squad will bring any swag, promotional/recruitment
materials, apparatus, etc. to showcase their station, as well as teach the Stop the Bleed
class and Hands-Only CPR demos to the public.
These events are open for all VBEMS members, their family, and the public to enjoy, to
support, and to learn more about the squad being highlighted that month. Refreshments
will be provided by different places each month so stay tuned to see who is up next! As
always, we will work with the Supervisors on these days to get the crews rotated
through as best we can. Feel free to send any questions to vbemscom@vbgov.com!

Discounted Ocean Breeze Tickets

Please click on the above image or visit
https://prm-ob.secure.accesso.com/embed/login.php?
merchant_id=162535&emerchant_id=149999
to purchase your discounted tickets by using the username
and password provided!

Discounted Ocean Breeze Season Pass

To purchase, City Employee or VBEMS Volunteer must be
present & show their City I.D. This exclusive discount is
available now throught April 30th at the waterpark office
located at 849 General Booth Boulevard in Virginia Beach
OR our Greenbrier Mall kiosk near center court, March 30th
through April 30th, 2019.
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